IF YOU LIVED IN THE
MIDDLE AGES…
Discussion Prompts
Tap prior knowledge and
understanding of medieval
times as you begin your study,
using these prompts:

LIBRARY

• What comes to mind when you think of “Middle Ages” or
“medieval times”?
• What years made up the Middle Ages? What were these
years in “the middle” of, or why were they called the
Middle Ages?
• What familiar stories are set in this period?
• How were knights supposed to behave?
Ladies of the royal court?
• What was feudalism?
• What would it have been like to live in a castle as
a member of the royal family? As a servant?
• Do you think dragons really lived? If not, why
are there so many stories about them, from all
over the world?
• Do you wish you’d lived in Europe in the Middle
Ages? Why or why not?
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Literary Devices
Worksheet

Find an example of each of the following literary devices in the book There’s a Princess in the
Palace, by Zoe B. Alley. Copy or describe the example, and give the page number where you found it.

Personification

Foreshadowing

Irony

Satire

Pun

Moral of story
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book Joust!
Play this game to engage classroom
knights in competition to promote
books they’ve read and to read
classmates’ recommendations.

LIBRARY

Hosting a Tournament
•

Assign or have students choose a fiction book that is about or set in medieval Europe.

•

After reading, students will bring their books to class. If you wish, let them “train” by preparing short
proclamations to use in their jousts.

•

Choose a pair of students to compete as Knights of the Library Table.

•

Explain the tournament rules below.

•

Conduct the first round of jousting.

•

Continue pairing students and conducting rounds until each knight has had a chance to compete.

•

Make the books available, and encourage knights to read their fellow contestants’ recommendations.

Tournament Rules
•

In a medieval tournament, the goal of jousting was to defeat your opponent, either by knocking him off
his horse or by capturing more rings suspended along the track on your lance, and winning the cheers of
the crowd. In Book Joust! the goal is to defeat your opponent by more effectively promoting your book
and winning the cheers of the crowd.

•

In the medieval tournament, opposing knights got three passes, either at each other or at the rings. In Book
Joust! opponents get three “passes,” in the form of turns to promote their book with enthusiastically shouted
proclamations about why others should read it. Proclamations should be one sentence and should announce
something the knight liked about it or something he or she learned about the Middle Ages by reading it
(e.g., “The main character cleverly outsmarts the evil wizard!” or “You’ll never believe what they used for
toilets in castles!”).

•

Determine which knight goes first by using a medieval version of “rock, paper, scissors”:
“stone, parchment, sword.”

•

After each pass, classmates may applaud, but they should save their cheers for the end of the round.
When the third pass is complete, have each knight take a bow while the class “votes” with hearty “huzzahs.”
The knight who wins louder cheers takes the round.
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